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Where is waldo ? I mean Peter Joseph Merola

Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.
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WHERE IS PETER JOSEPH..who is running the cult now? They are fighting over money, they need a new donation scheme and
leader to run it.

~ by anticultist on April 27, 2011.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 
Tags: advertising, anticultist, cult, discredited, hoax, Jacque Fresco, peter joseph merola, resource based economy, the venus project,

the zeitgeist movement

8 Responses to “Where is waldo ? I mean Peter Joseph Merola”

1. Looks like he is back and wanting to remove his forum..

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&func=view&catid=229&id=337921&Itemid=100114&lang=en

I suppose that is one way to silence everyone that disagrees with you..

Nanos said this on May 3, 2011 at 1:07 am | Reply

They always have that community section of their website to use, but all my exhibit collecting would have been a waste of time.
Man…

BranManFloMore said this on May 3, 2011 at 8:49 pm | Reply

2.  anticultist said this on May 10, 2011 at 7:59 pm | Reply

I’m waiting for the shit to go away too, it was always an eye sore, Peter Joseph Merola needs to quit stalling.

Mario Brotha said this on May 11, 2011 at 7:42 pm | Reply

3. hahaha these guys have no idea what they are talking about

turns2green said this on October 28, 2011 at 5:14 pm | Reply
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Yeah they don’t appear to know a lot but then it seems they know enough to laugh at Peter, Jacque and the movement.

After all it is two guys being jerks and taking the piss out of TZM, so the outcome they wanted is probably achieved.

anticultist said this on October 28, 2011 at 7:17 pm | Reply

4. wow of course this would be made by a couple of dum azz rednecks hense the whole point of TZM.

past generations are far to set in their shotty disfunctional ways

Jay said this on January 19, 2012 at 6:20 am | Reply

Well yeah they don’t appear to be straight A students or academic scholars, but irrespective of that they do have a point., and

it’s funny. Merola and Fresco had a big fight about money and it was hilarious, so funny in fact even the ‘dum azz rednecks’

you decided to call them could see how dumb it was.

anticultist said this on January 19, 2012 at 8:43 pm | Reply
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